LEGEND

EP = EXISTING PAVEMENT ELEVATION
P = PROPOSED PAVEMENT ELEVATION
B = PROPOSED TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
TW = TOP OF WALL ELEVATION
PG = EXISTING GRAVEL RE-GRADED ELEVATION
--- = EXISTING CONTOURS
--- = PROPOSED CONTOURS
--- = PROPOSED STORM SEWER
--- = PROPOSED EDGE PAVEMENT
--- = PROPOSED CURB
--- = PROPOSED FILTER FABRIC FENCE MEASURE
--- = PROPOSED INLET PROTECTION

BENCHMARK #1 ELEV. 790.31
CLT CROSS ON NORTH EAST CORNER OF GENERATOR PAD
UTILITY OWNERSHIP

LISTED BELOW ARE ALL UTILITIES LOCATED WITHIN THE PROJECT CONSTRUCTION LIMITS TOGETHER WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS:

SANITARY SEWER
METROPOLITAN SEWER DISTRICT
1600 WEST ST.
CINCINNATI, OH 45204
ATTN: ROBERT FRANKLIN
(513) 244-1330

WATER
CINCINNATI WATER WORKS
4407 SPRING GROVE AVE.
CINCINNATI, OH 45232
ATTN: JON HUNSEDER
(513) 505-5799

ELECTRIC & GAS
DUKE ENERGY
139 EAST FOURTH ST.
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
ATTN: ED PAMER
(513) 287-2396

OHIO UTILITIES PROTECTION SERVICE 3 WORKING DAYS BEFORE YOU DIG CALL TOLL FREE 800-362-2764

NOTE:
DETENTION AREA SIZE/LOCATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE. DETAILED STORM SEWER AND DETENTION CALCULATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED AS PART OF THE ZONING/BUILDING PERMIT SUBMITTALS.